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IE-Bvl SEMINAR 4 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ....... 20. 5, 5, What is 5? 

The TV programme 'Sesame Street' inspired me with this title. One regular feature of 'Sesame 
Street' is counting. In everyday iife, even very young children are encouraged to count; they 
count almost incessantly. Children count almost everything they can get hold of e.g. chairs, 
for�s and spoons, boys and girls, toys. Parents, teachers and other care- givers point to picture 
books and count the number of things on the page or objects in the room or in the streets. As a 
result, our pre-school children come to school with varied and rich experience of verbal 
counting. They may be very skilful at verbal counting but can they also count rationally? 

IE-BvL project findings will be able to give us the answer. In this paper,! will loo� at the 
following: a) Verbal counting ( 1 - 20); b) Rationai counting ( 1 - 20); c) Conservation of 
number ( 5); d) Recognition of numerals; e) Matching of dots to numeral�; and f) Comparison 
of counting and recognition of numerals ( 1-10). In some of the.se are.as, I will look at the 
performance of older and younger children, the 'hurdles' in some tasks, competencies of chiidren 
speaking different languages and achievement of boys and girls. 

A. VERBAL COUNTING ( 1 - 20)

Here we ask children to count verbally from 1 to 20 as best as they can. In Graph 1 • we see 
older children performingbetter overall; for example, 87%ofSl/2 -6 year-oldscan 
count l to 20 successfully, but only 6i of 3 - 31/2 year-oldS and 50% of 4112 - 5 ye.ar-olds 
can do it. However, if we look at chfldren's performance in counting I to 10, almost ai I of them 
do not have problems. We can thus conclude that verbal counting of 1 to IO poses no difficuity 
for all our pre-schoolers whilst the younger children have difficulty from 1 O to 20. 

B. RATIONAL COUNTING ( 1 - 20)

During testing, we empty a box of bottle caps and asl< the children to put them back into the box 
as they count from I to 20. As they count one, they put one bottle cap into the box. Graph 2 
shows older children performing better than the younger ones. About 87� of 5112 - 6 
year-olds can count rationally from 1 to 20 but only si of 3 - 3112 year-olds and 50% of 
41/2 -S year-olds can. Like in verbal counting, all age-groups do well when counting 1 to 10. 

It appears that children's performances in verbal and rational counting of 1 to 20 are very 
similar. This is a pleasant surprise as children are usually better at verbai counting than 
rational counting. It shows that our pre-schoolers know their one-to-one corresoondence 
especially from 1 to 10. 

Hurdles: For children who cannot count from 1 to 20 correctly, where is their difficulty? 
Graphs 3 and 4 shows the findings of verbal and rational counting respectively ,they show that 
all age-groups have problem at 16 to 19 counts and if they cross this hurdle, they can get to 20. 
Why do children find 16 to 19 difficult? Is verbalisation of 16 difficult or thev run out of stamina 
by men? The reason is sti 11 unknown. 

Language: Numeration in Mandarin, Tamil and Malay share a common pattern in that after the ·· 
number 1 O, there are repetitions ( see Appendix A). This explains why there is no significant 
difference in performance among the different language groups as similar ease and demandS are 
comparable among them. 



Gender Difference: In verbal and rational counting, bays are not significantly better than girls. 
This is interesting as generally boys are better than gir Is in mathematics. From the IE-BvL 

findings, we see that there is no significant difference in count;ng performance between male and 
female pre-schoolers in Singapore. 

C. CONSERVATION Of NUMBER (S)

By 'conservation' we mean ' ..... the realisation that certain quantitative attributes of objects 
remain unchanged unless something is added to or taken awff./ from them' ( G Lefrancois !982 ). 
How is it testeo? The experimenter lines up five dolls and asks the cn1ld to oo tne same with 
another five identical dolls. Whilst the dolls are standing, the child is asked if the number of 
doils in the two rows have the same number. Once the equivalence ts esta0iished, the 
experimenter's row of doils will be heaped together and they will be asked again if the number of 
dolls in two places are the same. 

What are the findings? Older children are better than younger children in conservation; 75� of 
6 year-olds, 64i of 5 - 5112 year olds and only 53% of 3112 - 4 year olos can conserve. 
When ask why they Sff./ it is the same? We see poor performances of all age-groups ( see Graph 
5). The discrepancy between offering right and valid show and confirm that pre-schoolers 
engage in 'intuitive thinking· as many are unable to offer satisfactory answers. 
The reasons for their answers show and confirm that pre-schoolers engage in 'intuitive 
thinking· as many are not able to offer satisfactory answers. 

D. RECOGNITION Of NUMERALS

When chi tdren can count are they also ab le to recognfse numerals? In the IE -Bvl project, 
children are asked to recognise the following numerals - 3, 4, 7, 9, 11 , 15, 16 and 20. Child
ren's performance is best for numeral 3 and this is so for e-1ery age-group. Wtry is this so? 
There are at least two reasons: a) Numeral 3 1s learnt very e.arly in pre-school; b) Many pre
school songs and stories feature 3 e.g. 3 Little Pigs, 3 Bears. On the whole, older children 
perform better than younger childr�n in numeral recognition. 

Hurdles: Children seem to have difficulties in three places - numerals 9. 15, 20. Numeral 9 
has been confused with letters p,Q,b and d; 15 with 'is' and 20 has been referred to as the 
'decade' problem which has been found also in other parts of the world ( see Graph 6). 

E. MATCHING DOTS TO NUMERALS

In this task, children are encouraged to count the number of dots, tell the experimenter the 
number and point to the correct numeral. For example, after counting 3 dots on a card, he 
verbalises 3 and later point to numeral 3. The numerals in this task are: 3, 5, 6, I 1 , 14, and 
18. 

Analysis in Graph 7 shows that all children can count 3 and 5 clots. It appears that after 4 112 
years old, children can count numbers 11, 14 and 18 successfully. Analysis in Graph 8 shows 
children's performance in matching their counting of clots to the corresponding numerals. Child
ren perform poorer in the latter task when you compare the two graphs. However, by 4 - 4 112 
years old, children's performance starts to improve. By kindergarten level 2, children can 
match 3, 5, 6, 11 and 1 4 but sti 11 weak at 18 which is the hurdle. 

F. COMPARSION OF COUNTING AND RECOGNITION OF NUMERALS ( 1-10)

When children can count 1 to 10 can they also recognise some of the numerals in 1-1 O? Graph 
9 shows the discrepancy between verbal counting ana recognition of numerals; the discrepancy 
is bigger for younger children than older children. In other words, children can count better 



than they can recognisa numerals. In Graph 10, we see the discrepancy between rational count
•" .. ing (of bottle caps) and recognit10n of numerals. Here agarn, they younger children nave more

difficuities than aider ones. What is interesting, however, is that the discrepancy here is mar-
ginally narrower than in the former comparison. 

ihe iE-Bvl project findings show that Singapore pre-schoolers are performing comparably in 
verbal ar.d rational counting. They seem to have acquired one-to-one correspondence which is 
the basis for mathematical learning. Results of different tasks show that younger children do not 
have difficulty with small numbers e.g. 3 and 5 but have increasing problems with bigger 
numbers and their corresponding numerals. This is expected as songs, stories and activities in 
preschool tend to f�us on smaller numbe_rs especially for younger ctnldren e.g. 3 and 4 year 
olds. Perhaps, some attention can be given to bigger numbers by introducing them into stories, 
songs and activities. 

Children are better at counting than recognising numerals as a whole. Numerills like 9, 15 Jnd 
20 pose more difficulties than others. Children should be given more exposure to these by 
teachers talking about these numbers through work and play. In other words, teachers malc.e iJ 

conscious effort by including these into preschoolers' activities. What the results also mean 1s 
that we cannot assume that when children can count, say 1-10, they can also recognise the 
corresponding numerals. Numerals can be displayed on cards and used during singing and 0thei 
activities; by deliberate attempts to associate verbal counting and numerals we can helo cnild
ren to learn more successfully. Start with smaller numbers and proceed to larger ones. 

In our examination of numeration in Mandarin, Malay and Tamil, we observe that they 11ave 
some inherent pattern ( some form of repetition). Teachers can bring children's attention to 
the patterns and this will help children to learn insightfully. In ttlis w�; memory will also be 
enhanced. 

can we do anything about conservation as this has a lot to do with maturation? In a limited way 
we can facilitate conservation of number in our display of numbers. For example, instead of 
only putting the number of objects in a row ( which we do frequently), arrange them in different 
patterns e.g. in circles, zig-zag; this will encourage children to concentrate on the ·manyness,. 
of things more specifically. 

Overall, the IE-BvL pro_iect findings show that Singapore preschoolers ( boys and gir is aiike) 
are better at counting ( verbally and rationally) than recognising numerills �md conservation cf 
number. Hence, we cannot assume that when ch11dren can count they also have mastered other 
mathematica 1 sic ills. 
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